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Gender 

God’s                          
1.                         and                             are and have always been                          in the Bible. 

2. According to                             human creatures are strictly                   . 

3. Humans binary sexuality is              and                 and to 
be                       and                               . 

Humanity's                 
1.              is what causes a person to desire and do what is                          to God’s desire 

or purpose. 

2. The curse affects the                         ,                   , and                       of the individual as well 
as the soul. 

3.                 (and the world) offer the same           regarding gender and sexuality that he 
did about                . 

The               
1.                             the truth of the gospel for our own                            . 

2.                             the wisdom and                                         of God given to us in                            . 

3.                             the word through the                    in our                          lives. 

Our               
1.                             come before the throne of                 in prayer and praise. 

2.                             up for biblical truth while                             God’s grace in welcoming 
fellow                      . 

3. Be                       to walk with others through the                                            process. 
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Group Questions 

1. What stood out to you most from this weeks message? 

2. Why is it important to see human sexuality as a biblical topic? How is binary 
sexuality supported by scripture? 

3. How should a biblical understanding of sexuality help us to celebrate it 
rightly? 

4. How has the curse distorted our view of sexuality? What truths of biblical 
sexuality does the world twist and seek to misuse? 

5. If someone struggling with sexual sin came to you for help, how would you 
seek to help them? 

a. What’s your opinion: Can a person who identifies as a member of the 
LGBTQIA+ community be a Christian? Why or why not? 

b. When someone becomes a Christian what in their lives should change? 

6. Is sexuality something that has changed over time? Does the Bible speak to 
gender and sexuality of today? 

a. How can (do) Christians misuse scripture to harm rather than help those 
struggling with sexual sin? 

7. How should church members seek to protect one another from falling into 
sexual sin? 

a. Do you think God sees heterosexual sin the same as other variations of 
sexual sin? Why or why not? 

b. How should we be guarding our children from sexual sin? 

8. How can we pray for you? 

 


